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Abstract

Many applications now demand interaction with visualizations of 3D scenes and data sets. Current

flat 2D displays are limited in their capacity to provide this not only by the display technology but the

interaction metaphors and devices used. The Desktop Bat is a device that has 5 degrees of freedom whilst

retaining the simplicity of use of a mouse. To use it for general 3D interaction several metaphors were

created for the tasks of navigation and cursor manipulation and a set of experiments were conducted

to determine which metaphors were the most efficient in use. Of these metaphors, a velocity control

metaphor was the best for navigation and a metaphor that applied rotations and translations relative

to the eyepoint coordinate system was best for object control.
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1. Introduction

There has been a great increase in the number of 3D
computer aided design and data visualization systems
in recent years. These typically rely on the use of 2D
input devices to perform what are essentially six de-
grees of freedom tasks, with resulting complication in
the user interface 23, 22. Immersive virtual reality tech-
niques promise a more natural and intuitive interface
to 3D environments, but the limitation of current tech-
nology makes them unsuitable for accurate or long
term work. It is also not clear in which application
contexts immersive virtual reality systems provide an
advantage over flat 2D displays in terms of user effi-
ciency. Therefore it is still important to consider 3D
interaction within the desktop paradigm using multi-
dimensional input devices.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and eval-
uate metaphors for interaction with 3D environments
using the Desktop Bat 18. In the first section we
will identify the main requirements for interaction
within 3D environments and approaches previously
used. Next we will describe metaphors that allow in-
teraction with environments using the Desktop Bat.
The fourth section section describes the experimen-
tal set-up used to evaluate each of the metaphors de-
scribed and the results from these experiments are dis-

cussed in section five. Finally we consider these results
and discuss ideas for future work.

2. Requirements for Interaction

The two basic tasks of 3D interaction are navigation
and object placement. More complicated tasks such as
deformation can be performed by the specification of
one or more object positions 18. For example a 3D in-
put device can be used to specify a selection and then
the device can be repositioned to specify the deforma-
tion.

2.1. Object Positioning

The task of positioning an object has six degrees of
freedom with three for the location and three for the
orientation.

With two degree of freedom devices being so
widespread, many approaches have used mice and joy-
sticks to control objects either directly using mode
switches to enable translations and rotations in differ-
ent directions, or through the use of virtual devices
such as a virtual trackball 16, 7, 2, 3, 12.

With the development of six degrees of freedom po-
sition sensors 15, a more direct metaphor using hand
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location and orientation for object location and ori-
entation becomes available. However it is not obvious
that such a technique is ideal for long periods of in-
teraction in virtual environments, with their accuracy
limitations and tendency to be tiring to use 1, 25, 24.

2.2. Navigation

Mackinlay et al. identify four main types of navigation
13.

1. General movement,
2. Targeted movement,
3. Specified coordinate movement,
4. Specified trajectory movement.

We are concerned with the first type, unconstrained
exploration of an environment, the other types of
movement allow navigation to be determined by mul-
tiple object placements.

Once again, two degree of freedom input devices
can be used for navigation, either directly or through
virtual devices 17, 27. An example is using a mouse
to point out on the display the required direction of
movement and using a different mode to control rota-
tions.

For movement over long distances velocity control
can be used 10, 27, 6, 20. Velocity control allows rapid
movement over large distances, but is inaccurate when
approaching an object, though this problem can be
overcome by use of a logarithmic approach technique
13.

Virtual reality systems have made the idea of slav-
ing the eyepoint to the position of the head popular
21, 11, 8, 14. However, because of the limited range of
position trackers, the user is often constrained to stay
within a small area and thus metaphors have to be
used to navigate over longer distances 4, 5, 19.

3. Using the Desktop Bat for Interaction

The Desktop Bat consists of a dome attached via three
joints to a mouse base 18. The dome rotates in three
directions and combined with the planar location of
the Desktop Bat this makes it a five degree of free-
dom device (see Figure 1). The Desktop Bat also has
five buttons that are placed under the natural resting
places of the fingers and thumb.

The conventions used in the following descriptions
of the interaction metaphors are: the world coordinate
system is defined by the axes X,Y and Z, where for
exposition we are taking the vertical direction in the
scene to be parallel to the Z axis; the eye coordinate
system is defined by the axes U,V and N where the
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Figure 1: Degrees of freedom of the Desktop Bat

line of sight is along the N axis and up relative to the
eye is along the V axis.

The Bat has five degrees of freedom, but the task
of navigation requires 6 degrees of freedom, with 3 re-
quired to specify the location and 3 for the orientation
of the eyepoint. Three metaphors that allow general
navigation are:

1. Hand on Eye. In this metaphor rotations of the
Bat cause rotations of U,V and N axes. For example
roll of the Bat corresponds to rotation of the U and
V axes around the N axis. Planar movement of the
Bat moves the eyepoint in the plane UN, see Figure
2.

2. Simple Camera. In this case the eyepoint is re-
garded as a video camera. Yaw of the Bat corre-
sponds to rotation of the camera about the Z axis.
Pitch of the Bat corresponds to the angle between
the N axis and the XY plane. As before planar
movement of the Bat moves the eyepoint in the
UN plane, see Figure 3. Roll has no effect with this
metaphor.

3. Hand on Eye with Velocity. This is similar to
the hand on eye metaphor, except the planar dis-
placement of the Bat is taken as velocity in the UN
plane.

These metaphors are similar to Ware and Osborne’s
eyeball in hand and flying vehicle metaphors for nav-
igation 26 in that they directly control the eyepoint
with the input device. However because of the differ-
ent designs of the input devices used, the manner in
which orientation is controlled is different.

Picking and moving objects is also a 6 degrees of
freedom task, though here the situation is more com-
plicated because the two tasks, picking and placement
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Figure 2: Hand on Eye Metaphor
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Figure 3: Simple Camera Metaphor

of objects, result in different demands on the metaphor
used.

The Bat controls a 3D cursor and when an object is
picked it becomes fixed relative to the cursor. Hence
rotation of the bat causes the object to rotate about
the cursor’s center. The cursor’s coordinate system is
defined by the axes P,Q and R where P is the direction
in which the cursor is pointing and R is the cursor’s
up vector. The metaphors for moving the cursor are:

1. Relative to Cursor. Rotations of the Bat cause
rotation of the PQR system. For example roll of the
Bat causes roll of the Q and R axes about the P
axis. Planar movement of the Bat causes movement
of the object in the plane PQ, see Figure 4.

2. Relative to world. Rotations of the Bat cause
rotation of the PQR system. However when the Bat
is moved forward the PQR system moves along the
vector defined by the projection of the axis P into
the plane XY, see Figure 5.

3. Relative to Eye. In this metaphor rotating the
Bat causes rotation of the PQR system in the UVN
system. For example yaw of the Bat corresponds
to rotation of the PQR system around the V axis.
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Figure 4: Relative to Cursor Metaphor
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Figure 5: Relative to World Metaphor

Planar movement of the Bat then moves the object
in the plane defined by U and N, see Figure 6.

The Desktop Bat’s buttons allow the definition of
simple gestures to effect changes in the interaction
mode. The most important gesture uses a single but-
ton that acts as a clutch. The clutch disables the Bat
so that it can be used in a relative mode, or so that
the hand can be reoriented to a flat, comfortable posi-
tion. The other required gestures, each of which uses
two buttons, are: to swap between eyepoint and cur-
sor control; to enable and disable object picking; to
recall the cursor to a position in front of the eye; and
finally to enable translations of the eye or cursor in
a direction orthogonal to that usually allowed by the
metaphor. For example, to move vertically instead of
horizontally. The gestures were each designed with a
simple metaphor in mind. For example the gesture to
pick objects uses the buttons under the thumb and
first finger, which corresponds to a pinching action.

There are nine possible combinations of these nav-
igation and manipulation metaphors. Their relative
utility for different applications is an empirical ques-
tion and the next section describes an experiment de-
signed to answer this.
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Figure 6: Relative to Eye Metaphor

4. Experimental Design

Different applications place different emphasis on the
use of the input device for navigation, picking and
placement of objects. Accordingly three scenarios were
designed each with different primary tasks for the user
to perform(see Plates 1-3):

1. Find. Involved the user searching for three objects
on a plane and then placing them on a table ac-
curately enough to lock them into position. This
places emphasis on the ability to place objects with
the Desktop Bat.

2. Data. This scenario consisted of a wireframe cube
inside of which there were several variously shaped
and coloured polyhedra. The user had to remove
each of the eight yellow cubes from the wireframe
cube, testing the ability to pick objects.

3. Maze. This scenario consisted of three tunnels
leading away from a central room. The task was to
navigate along each tunnel to a room at the other
end, and in that room to pick up the object rest-
ing on the table and to bring it back to the central
room. This scenario was primarily to judge naviga-

tion ability.

To evaluate the metaphors several measurements
were taken automatically during the experiments. The
efficiency of the navigation metaphor is indicated by
the Eye Time, the time spent manipulating the eye;
Eye Changes, the number of times the clutch was
pressed when in eye mode; and Eye Adjust Time, the
time spent using the clutch whilst in navigation mode.
The overall efficiency of the cursor metaphor is shown
by Cursor Time, the time spent manipulating the cur-
sor; Cursor Changes, the number of times the clutch
was pressed when in cursor mode; and Cursor Adjust

Time, the time spent with the clutch depressed whilst
in cursor mode. The times spent picking and placing
objects were also of interest, and these are recorded

as Hold time and Pick time. The number of times
each gesture was used and the length of time spent
using the mode which that gesture enabled were also
recorded to see if the metaphors had a effect on them.
These are: Number of Recalls, the number of times
the cursor was recalled in front of the eye; Cursor-Eye

Mode Swaps, the number of mode changes between
navigation and cursor control; Cursor Vertical Move

Time, the time spent moving the cursor vertically; and
finally Eye Vertical Move Time, the time spent moving
the eye vertically. Finally Total time taken to complete
the task was recorded.

The standard analysis of variance model for each of
these variables was assumed:

yijkl = µ + αi + βj + γk + δij + ǫijkl

Where yijkl is an instance of one of the dependent
variables, αi the the effect of being in the ith eye
metaphor, βj is the effect of being in the jth cursor
metaphor, γk is the effect of being in the kth scenario,
δij is an interaction effect between the eye and cursor
metaphors, and ǫijkl = Normal(0, σ2). The index l

refers to the repetition number for each combination
of scenarios and metaphors and µ is the general mean.

A Latin Square distribution of metaphors and
scenes was devised. Forty-five people took part in
the experiment, allowing five repetitions of each sce-
nario/metaphor combination. The subjects were re-
cruited from amongst the students and staff of Queen
Mary and Westfield College’s Computer Science De-
partment and Computer Services Centre. All had ex-
perience using a mouse-based computer interface. The
system was implemented on a Silicon Graphics IRIS
Indigo Elan using the GL graphics library.

The hypotheses of the experiment were as follows:

1. That the velocity control metaphor for the eye
would be best in terms of time taken to complete
navigation tasks.

2. The relative to cursor metaphor would be best for
picking up objects.

3. The relative to eye and relative to world metaphors
would be superior to the relative to cursor

metaphor for placing objects.
4. Overall the relative to eye metaphor would be best

for the general task of object manipulation.

5. Results

In the following analysis of the results in the first
instance an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was per-
formed on the data. From the results of this analysis
the significant factors were determined and these fac-
tors were analysed further. The scenario will be a sig-
nificant factor for each dependent variable because of
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the different tasks performed in each case and as this
is not relevant in the comparison of the metaphors it
will be ignored.

The results show that the velocity control metaphor
is best for navigation and the relative to eye is best
for object manipulation.

In the following description, dependent variables for
which there were no significant factors, except those
directly relevant to the hypothesis, are not presented.

5.1. Eye Time

No factor was significant in the ANOVA. In particular
the eye metaphor was not significant contrary to what
was expected, as shown in Table 1.

5.2. Cursor time

The mean times by cursor metaphor shows what was
expected, but the difference in the means was not sta-
tistically significant, see Table 2.

5.3. Eye adjust time

In this case both independent factors and the inter-
action effect were significant at the 1% level in the
ANOVA. The mean times for each eyepoint metaphor,
shown in Table 1, suggest that the subjects spent
less time adjusting the eye when using the velocity

metaphor. The mean times for each cursor metaphor,
shown in Table 2, are interesting as they indicate that
the subjects spent significantly less time adjusting the
eye if they had the relative to eye cursor metaphor.
The reason for this may be that with the relative to eye

metaphor the subjects did not need to move the eye-
point to a specific position. For picking objects it was
advantageous to be level with the object in the relative

to world metaphor. For placing objects it was advan-
tageous to be above the placement area and looking
almost directly down at it. With the relative to eye

metaphor there is little advantage in such accurate
placing of the eye.

The significance of the interaction effect is harder
to understand. To solve the linear model most com-
ponents in the interaction effect were aliased to zero,
but the resulting model tells us that when using the
simple camera metaphor for the eye, the best accom-
panying cursor metaphor is the relative to cursor with
the other two cursor metaphors having little to distin-
guish between them.

5.4. Cursor adjust time

Cursor metaphor was significant in the ANOVA at the
10% level. The mean times for each object metaphor,

shown in Table 2, suggest that the relative to world

metaphor requires most use of the clutch and the rel-

ative to eye requires least.

5.5. Eye changes

Both independent factors and the interaction effect
were significant in the ANOVA. The analysis of
times provides the same relationships between the
metaphors as those for eye adjust time as would be
expected, the number of times the clutch is used and
the actual amount of time spent using it are directly
related.

5.6. Pick time

No factor was significant in the ANOVA. However
looking at the means for each cursor metaphor, shown
in Table 2, indicates what was expected.

5.7. Hold time

Both independent factors and the interaction effect
were significant in the ANOVA. Cursor metaphor was
significant at the 1% level, eye metaphor at 5% level
and interaction effect at the 10%. The results show
what was expected for the cursor metaphor, as shown
in Table 2. The mean times for each eye metaphor,
(Table 1), indicate that the hand on eye and velocity

metaphors give an advantage over the simple camera

metaphor.

The model also suggests that if using the simple

camera metaphor for the eye, the best accompanying
cursor metaphor is the relative to world, followed by
relative to eye, then relative to cursor.

5.8. Cursor vertical move time

Interaction effect and cursor metaphor were both sig-
nificant at the 1% level in the ANOVA. The mean
times for each cursor metaphor, see Table 2, show that
the relative to world metaphor required the vertical
mode to be used frequently because it is necessary in
order to change the horizontal plane in which the cur-
sor moves. The relative to eye metaphor also requires
the vertical mode to pick or place an object not in the
plane of the eye.

The model also suggests that if using the simple

camera metaphor for the eye, the best accompanying
cursor metaphor is the relative to world, followed by
relative to cursor, then relative to eye.
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Dependent Variables
Eyepoint Time Eye Adjust Time Hold Time

Eye Metaphor

Hand On Eye 361.5 ± 196.4 74.6 ± 67.8 122.0 ± 62.2

Simple Camera 360.3 ± 196.3 73.5 ± 53.7 184.9 ± 148.8

Hand on Eye with Velocity 344.6 ± 218.9 36.0 ± 35.3 147.0 ± 127.9

Table 1: Mean and Standard deviations in seconds of dependent variables for each eyepoint metaphor

Dependent Variables
Cursor Time Eye Adjust Cursor Adjust Pick Time Hold Time Cursor Vert.

Cursor Metaphor Time Time Time

Relative to Cursor 229± 208 78.2 ± 65.0 8.8± 9.9 49.0 ± 77.6 180± 154 10.1 ± 18.4

Relative to World 238± 136 70.2 ± 58.6 13.2± 12.6 70.2 ± 73.6 168± 109 56.0 ± 61.1

Relative to Eye 163± 120 58.6 ± 31.4 6.0± 7.4 57.8 ± 90.6 105± 62 24.5 ± 20.4

Table 2: Mean and Standard deviations in seconds of dependent variables for each cursor metaphor

5.9. Eye vertical move time

Scenario and interaction effect were significant in
ANOVA, interaction effect at the 1% level. The re-
sults for the intercation effect show that when using
the simple camera metaphor for the eye then the best
cursor metaphor to combine it with is the relative to

world, then the relative to cursor, and then the relative

to eye.

6. Conclusions

The results are consistent with the hypotheses, but for
reasons not always anticipated.

The velocity control metaphor is best for navigation,
though this is not due to the actual time spent moving,
but the lesser amount of time spent using the clutch
with this metaphor. This is understandable, to navi-
gate long distances with the simple camera or hand on

eye metaphor requires the clutch to be used whenever
the bat has been pushed as far as the arm will reach.
When using the velocity control metaphor the clutch
was only used when turning a corner around which
the subjects could not see, in which case they would
stop, turn and then speed up again. The velocity con-

trol metaphor also has an advantageous effect on the
time spent holding an object, though the reason for
this has not been determined.

For the object manipulation metaphor the results
have confirmed that different metaphors are best for
the two tasks of picking and placing. The relative to

cursor metaphor was marginally better for picking ob-
jects when looking at the mean times for object place-
ment, and the relative to eye was best for placing ob-
jects. The relative to world metaphor did not give as
much of an advantage for placing objects as originally
thought. Overall the relative to eye metaphor would be
the best choice due to the greater difficulty of placing
objects compared to picking them. This is confirmed
by the analysis of the cursor adjust times and cursor
changes that would seem to suggest that orientating
the cursor is easier with the relative to eye metaphor.
The cursor vertical move time indicates that the rel-

ative to eye metaphor requires a lot of vertical move-
ment, but this time is a part of the total time spent
using the cursor and so does not suggest a poorer over-
all performance for this metaphor.

More succinctly, the velocity control metaphor is
best for navigation and the relative to eye is best for
object manipulation.

7. Discussion and Further Work

The Desktop Bat has advantages over some other de-
vices in that it rests on the desktop and does not lead
to fatigue from having to hold out a 3D position sen-
sor. It also can be used as a normal mouse for ap-
plications that require switching between 3D and 2D
environments. The lack of a sixth degree of freedom
is not a problem since the metaphors discussed earlier
allow general movement in 3D environments. In fact
object placement may be easier if not all the degrees
of freedom of a 6 degrees of freedom device are en-
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abled simultaneously 24. For this reason a comparison
between the Desktop Bat and a device such as the
SpaceBall would be interesting.

There are many more aspects of the use of the Desk-
top Bat to be investigated. Improved velocity control
metaphors that use a non-linear scaling between de-
vice movement and velocity is one area 27, 20. Another
that was highlighted as a result of the experiments is
the use of the clutch in the opposite manner, that is to
enable rotations and translations rather than disable
them. Several subjects expected this to happen and
when they used the clutch in the same manner as a
ratchet is used, they started moving in the opposite
direction to that which they expected.

Several applications are being developed that will
use the Desktop Bat for 3D tasks. It has been sug-
gested that some applications might benefit from the
use of two Desktop Bats with one for navigation and
one for object selection.

A more advanced version of the Desktop Bat than
reported in 18 has been developed 9, unfortunately this
was not available in time to be used during the exper-
iments.
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